**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**ABSORBENTS**

- Smaller particles allow product to be more concentrated permitting quicker absorption
- Suitable for all non-aggressive fluid clean-up
- Enhanced absorptive properties
- Helps clean up spills that can cause accident
- For use in work or home environments

* Moltan Thrifty Sorb, Multi-Purpose Absorbent, 40 lbs. MFD 7240

- Coarse granules offer less breakdown and better traction in areas where spills have been absorbed
- Suitable for all non-aggressive fluid clean-up
- Enhanced absorptive properties
- Helps clean up spills that can cause accident
- For use in work or home environments

* Moltan Safety Absorbent, 8 lbs. MFD 7508

- Large particles quickly and easily soak up messy spills offering less breakdown and better traction in areas where spills have been absorbed
- Designed for quick cleanup of water, oil, and grease
- Suitable for all non-aggressive fluid clean-up
- Enhanced absorptive properties
- Helps clean up spills that can cause accident

* Moltan CARQUEST Premium Automotive Oil Absorbent DE, 25 lbs. MFD 8033

- Eliminates Guesswork - Can be used on all liquids including acids and bases and unknown liquids
- Superior retention holds liquids in
- Durable, bonded for strength, will not tear apart in normal conditions

* Oil-Dri Absorbent Pad, 15 in. x 5 ft. OD L91908

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**CLEANERS & DEGREASERS**

- Concentrated, nontoxic cleaning and degreasing formula.

* Simple Green All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser, 16 oz. SG 13002

* Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser, 24 oz. SG 2710001213013

* Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser, 1 Gallon SG 2710100613005

- Non-toxic
- Biodegradable

* Simple Green Industrial Cleaner & Degreaser, 1 Gallon SG 2710200613005

* Simple Green Industrial Cleaner & Degreaser, 55 Gallon SG 2700000113008

- Non-corrosive!

* Simple Green Extreme Motorsports Cleaner & Degreaser, 32 oz. SG 1910001213440

- Professional strength
- Fast-working

* Zep Purple Degreaser, 1 Gallon ZEP HDS0856128

- Industrial-strength
- Makes up to 32 gallons
- Super concentrated formula powers away tough grease and carbon soils
- Low foaming, easy rinsing
- Biodegradable detergents

* Zep UltraPurple Concentrated Degreaser, 5 Gallon ZAM 2U08565G

- Industrial strength
- Concentrated formula
- Non-abrasive
- Nonflammable

* Purple Power Industrial Strength Cleaner/Degreaser, 40 oz. CCM 4319PS

* Purple Power Industrial Strength Cleaner/Degreaser, 1 Gallon CCM 4320P

* Purple Power Industrial Strength Cleaner/Degreaser, 2.5 Gallon CCM 4322P

* Purple Power Industrial Strength Cleaner/Degreaser, 5 Gallon CCM 4325P

* Purple Power Industrial Strength Cleaner/Degreaser, 55 Gallon CCM 4340

- For use in auto/shop, home, outdoor and marine surfaces
- Made with natural citrus oils
- Helps to deodorize with a fresh clean orange scent
- Environmentally safe and biodegradable

* Purple Power Citrus Cleaner/Degreaser, Spray Bottle, 32 oz. CCM 4398PS
Fluid Management

Specialty Cleaners

- Automotive tasks include cleaning and degreasing: auto parts, engines, concrete and tile floors, floor scrubbing machines, tires, underbodies, carpets, rubber floor mats, vinyl seats and dashboards, upholstery, chrome and stainless steel
- Practical outdoor uses include cleaning and degreasing barbecue grills, chainsaws, concrete, lawnmowers, plastic furniture, pool areas, tools, garbage containers, patio umbrellas and canvas awnings
- Concentrated cleaning formula can be used indoors to clean and degrease drains, garbage disposals, ovens, fireplaces, shop equipment, tools, appliances, wallpaper, tubs and showers, microwaves, stovetops, stainless steel and more
- Marine uses include cleaning and degreasing: inboard/outboard engines, waterline stains, fiberglass decks and hulls, plastic marine accessories, canvas boat covers, vinyl seats and tops, chrome and stainless steel
- Formula is biodegradable, phosphate-free, nonabrasive and nonflammable

**SuperClean Tough Task Cleaner-Degreaser Spray, 32 oz.** SCN 101780

**SuperClean Tough Task Cleaner-Degreaser, 1 Gallon** SCN 101723

**SuperClean Tough Task Cleaner-Degreaser, 2.5 Gallon** SCN 101724

**SuperClean Tough Task Cleaner-Degreaser, 5 Gallon** SCN 100725

- Dissolves grease
- Biodegradable

**SuperClean Foaming Cleaner-Degreaser Spray, 32 oz.** SCN 301032

- Dissolves grease
- Biodegradable

**SuperClean Foaming Cleaner-Degreaser Spray Aerosol Can, 17 oz.** SCN 309017

- Carbon-cutting technology designed to completely remove tough carbon, oil and grease
- Proprietary Corrosion Inhibiting formula leaves behind a clean surface
- Safe to use, non-flammable, biodegradable and VOC compliant
- Free of petroleum solvents, fumes and acids

**Permatex Industrial Strength Cleaner & Degreaser, 128 oz.** PER 12546

- Non-Toxic
- Low Odor
- Multi-Surface

**WD-40 Specialist Industrial Strength Cleaner & Degreaser, 24 oz.** WD 30034

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**SPECIALTY CLEANERS**

- Quickly and easily dissolves grease, oil stains, grime and road film as it restores metal to new look
- Industrial strength formula
- Spray on and rinse off

**Purple Power Aluminum Brightener, Gallon** CCM 4120P

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**SPRAY BOTTLES**

- Durable bottle
- Adjustable spray pattern
- Ounce measuring lines

**Zep Pro Spray Bottle, 36 oz.** ZEP HDPRO36

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**LAUNDRY DETERGENT**

- Removes automotive stains and soils
- Eliminates fuel, oil and exhaust odors
- Helps repel future stains
- Keeps washer clean of grease and oil
- Less than $0.40 per load

**Permatex Fast Orange Grease X Mechanic’s Laundry Detergent, 40 fl oz.** PER 22340

- Non-Toxic
- Biodegradable

**Solder Seal/Gunk All Purpose Concentrated Cleaner & Degreaser, 32 oz.** RAD HDC32

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
HAND CLEANERS

- Biodegradable
- Low VOC (<1%)
- Natural Clean for healthy skin

Purple Power Heavy-Duty Orange Hand Cleaner, 7.5 oz. CCM 7075P
Purple Power Heavy-Duty Orange Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon CCM 7128P

- Cleans grease and other dirt
- Cleans with or without water

GoJo Heavy Duty Creme Hand Cleaner, 4.5 lb. CCM 3115

- Heavy duty creme type with fine Italian pumice

GoJo Heavy Duty Pumice Hand Cleaner, 4 lbs. CCM 3135

- For removing heavy grease, tar & oil

GoJo Lemon Pumice Hand Cleaner, 4.5 lbs. GOJ 0915

- Contains a natural citrus ingredient
- Cleans without harsh solvents
- Effective on dirt and oil

GoJo Natural Orange Smooth Hand Cleaner, 1/2 Gallon GOJ 948
GoJo Natural Orange Smooth Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon GOJ 0945

- Quick-action lotion formula
- Cleans without harsh solvents
- Contains pumice scrubbing particles
- Effective on dirt, oil and grease

GoJo Natural Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner, 7.5 oz. GOJ 0951
GoJo Natural Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner, 14 oz. GOJ 0957
GoJo Natural Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner, 1/2 Gallon GOJ 0958
GoJo Natural Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon GOJ 0955
GoJo Natural Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner, 2000mL GOJ 7255

- Cleans with or without water
- No harsh solvents
- Contains skin conditioners
- Effective on grease, tar, and asphalt

GoJo ORIGINAL FORMULA Hand Cleaner, 14 oz. GOJ 1109
GoJo ORIGINAL FORMULA Hand Cleaner, 4.5 lbs. GOJ 1115

- For removing heavy grease, tar & oil

GoJo Pumice Hand Cleaner, 16 oz. GOJ 1132

- Contains pumice scrubbers to help loosen dirt
- Cleans with or without water
- No harsh solvents
- Effective on grease, tar, and asphalt

GoJo Original Pumice Hand Cleaner, 14 oz. GOJ 1135

- Pumice scrubbers combined with gel balance cleaning performance and skin feel
- Clings to hands for easy cleaning; doesn’t fall off into the sink
- VOC and NPE free
- pH balanced to leave skin feeling refreshed
- Easy to use and spread across hands and arms

GoJo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner, 6 oz. GOJ 2352
GoJo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner, 10 oz. GOJ 2354
GoJo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner, 1/2 Gallon GOJ 2356
GoJo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon GOJ 2358
GoJo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner, 2000mL GOJ 7290
GoJo Cherry Gel Pumice Hand Cleaner, 2000mL GOJ 7290-04

- Unique blend of cleaners and skin conditioners help leave skin feeling healthy
- Non-drying formula
- Gentle on skin
- Refreshing cherry scent
- SANITARY SEALED refill helps prevent contamination

GoJo Supro Max Hand Cleaner, 10 fl. oz. GOJ 7278
GoJo Supro Max Hand Cleaner, 2000mL GOJ 7272

- Unique blend of cleaners and skin conditioners help leave skin feeling healthy
- Non-drying formula
- Gentle on skin
- Refreshing cherry scent
- SANITARY SEALED refill helps prevent contamination

GoJo Supro Max Cherry Hand Cleaner, 2000mL GOJ 7282
GoJo Supro Max Cherry Hand Cleaner, 2000mL GOJ 7282-04

[Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.]
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GoJo Hand Medic Professional Skin Conditioner GOJ 8142

- This cream formula waterless hand cleaner takes off many difficult to remove substances yet is gentle to hands. Does not leave a greasy feeling after use.

Permatex DL Blue Label Cream Hand Cleaner, 14 oz. PER 01-013

- A professional strength hand cleaner concentrated to tackle the toughest grease, while conditioning hands. This premium fine pumice lotion acts quickly to power out the hardest soils without leaving hands feeling greasy or irritated. Great for hard working hands, it contains a unique skin conditioning system that helps to restore moisture and prevent dry, chapped hands. Its light clean cherry scent is refreshing and contains no petroleum odors. No Kerosene, no Phosphates.

Permatex Ultra Cherry Pumice Hand Scrub, 1 Gallon PER 21222

- Smooth formula to gently remove the toughest dirt
- Pure, fresh citrus scent
- Biodegradable, petroleum solvent free hand cleaner formula
- Fortified with premium skin conditioners

Permatex Fast Orange Smooth Lotion Hand Cleaner, 7.5 fl oz. PER 23-108
Permatex Fast Orange Smooth Lotion Hand Cleaner, 15 oz. PER 23122
Permatex Fast Orange Smooth Lotion Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon PER 23-218

- Biodegradable, petroleum solvent free hand cleaner formula
- Pure, fresh citrus scent
- Fortified with premium skin conditioners
- Fine pumice deep cleans the toughest dirt

Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 7.5 oz. PER 25-108
Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 15 oz. PER 25122
Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 15 oz. PER 25-116
Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 28 oz. PER 28192
Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 1/2 Gallon PER 25217
Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon PER 25-218
Permatex Fast Orange Fine Pumice Lotion Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon PER 25219

- Contains fine pumice for thorough cleaning
- Leaves hands feeling soft
- Ideally suited for the cleaning needs of automotive technicians
- Fresh citrus scent

Permatex Fast Orange Pumice Hand Soap Bar, 5.75 oz. PER 25575

- Professional grade formulation
- Proven 10% greater cleaning power over original formula and other brands
- Advanced skin restoration conditioners protect hands against drying and cracking
- Odor eliminating technology neutralizes the smell of gasoline, oil, and other common odors

Permatex Fast Orange Xtreme Professional Grade Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon PER 25618

- 20% better cleaning power than the leading brand
- Pumice formulation removes grease, inks, paints, tar, markers, industrial soils, glue, resins, rubber cement, automotive grime and tile cements from both hands and washable clothing
- No harmful petroleum solvents
- Helps reduce fuel odors such as gasoline and diesel
- Moisturizing and skin conditioning formula with aloe and vitamin E

Scott Towels Hand Cleaner SCO 48641

- Blasts away dirt, grease and grime
- Easy on skin
- Great cherry fragrance

Zep Cherry Bomb Hand Cleaner, 48 oz. ZAM 1049297
Zep Cherry Bomb Hand Cleaner, 1 Gallon ZAM 1041522

- Contains powerful citrus solvents to remove the toughest soils
- Contains pumice for loosening embodied grime

Zep Orange Classic Industrial Hand Cleaner With Pumice ZAM 1049653

- Concentrated formula use 2/3 less solvent than traditional soap
- More uses per ounce
- Powers off grease and tar
- Enriched with emollients to leave hands feeling smooth
- Fresh cherry scent

Zep Concentrate Cherry Hand Soap ZAM ZUCHER128

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**CLEANER DISPENSER KITS**

- Dispenser for 4.5 lb. cartridges
  - GoJo Creme-Style Dispenser for 4.5 lb. Cartridges GOJ 1204
  - GoJo Pro 2000 Dispenser GOJ 7200-01

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**CLEANER**

- Fast cleaning action
- Citrus solvents and pumice
- Contains natural solvents, surfactants and abrasives
- Easy-rinsing formula

Zep Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner
ZAM ZUORA128

- Pumice-Powered
  - Lava Heavy Duty Hand Cleaner
    With Moisturizers, 5.75 oz. WD 10085

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**SANITIZERS**

- This refreshing aloe gel hand sanitizer kills germs & leaves hands feeling soft, and is proven to prevent the spread of germs that can cause illness in critical and everyday situations.
- PURELL is America’s #1 hand sanitizer, and uses the same proven formula that’s used and trusted in hospitals to help families stay healthy
- PURELL Advanced Hand Sanitizer kills more than 99.99% of most illness-causing germs without damaging skin
- One squirt of PURELL Advanced Hand Sanitizer equals two squirts of other national brands, providing 2 times the sanitizing strength?
- Our scientists created patented formulas with moisturizers & skin conditioners to keep hands feeling soft, even after repeated use

PURELL Advanced Hand Sanitizer Refreshing Gel
1 fl. oz. Flip Cap Bottle, 36 Ct Display Bowl GOJ 3901-36-BWL

- Kills germs without water
  - Lucky Super Soft Hand Sanitizer Advanced Formula, 2 oz. GOJ 11128-144

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**WIPES**

- Quickly removes dirt, oil and grease
  - GoJo Fast Towels, Hand and Surface Towels, 130 Count GOJ 6298

- Large, single textured wet shop towel
  - All-in-one cleaning formula effective for cleaning hands, arms, tools and surfaces
  - Contains skin moisturizers to help prevent dryness and irritation
  - VOC-compliant formula
  - For use anywhere heavy duty cleaning is required; no water needed
  - GoJo Fast Towels, 225 Count GOJ 6299

- Dual textured with a scrubbing side for removing tough soils and a smooth side for quick dirt absorption
  - Extra-large towels for superior cleaning capacity
  - Contains skin conditioners to help prevent dryness and irritation
  - For use anywhere heavy duty cleaning is required; no water needed
  - Fresh citrus scent
  - GoJo Scrubbing Towels, 25 Count GOJ 6383
  - GoJo Scrubbing Towels, 72 Count GOJ 6396-06
  - GoJo Scrubbing Towels, 72 Count GOJ 6396
  - GoJo Scrubbing Towels, 170 Count GOJ 6398

- 9 Powerful cleaners in one tough wipe
  - Knocks out paint, ink, grease, tar and other tough messes
  - Gentle on hands
  - Contains lanolin, aloe vera & vitamin E
  - Environmentally friendly
  - Tub O’ Towels Tub O’ Towels Multi-Purpose Wipes, 40 Count Container TOT TW40
  - Tub O’ Towels Tub O’ Towels Multi-Purpose Wipes, 90 Count Container TOT TW90

- Easily removes grease, oil, pipe grime, paint and ink
  - Scott Towels Shop Towels Hand Wipes SCO 58009

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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PAPER TOWELS

- Scott Hand Wipes are perfect for easy, waterless, one-step hand cleaning.
- These dual-sided hand cleaning wipes are premoistened to remove paint, ink, grease, grime and oil from dirty hands.
- They come in convenient, sturdy canisters that can be easily stored anywhere; in your home, garage, or in your car for on-the-road needs.

Scott Towels Scott Hand Wipes, 30 Wipes SCO 58028

- Scott Scottfold paper towels feature a patented fold that eliminates tearing and tabbing, so your guests and employees will waste less; They unfold to a generous 9.2" x 9.4”
- The white paper disposable hand towels feature exclusive Absorbency Pockets for better absorbency
- Hygienic, touchless dispensing with most universal folded towel dispensers; only touch the drying towel you use
- The Scott Brand guarantees these multifold paper towels will be cost-neutral (vs. C-fold towels)

Scott Towels Scott Scottfold M Towels SCO 2021

- Scott Essential C-Fold Paper Towels are designed for single-use general-purpose cleaning and drying; the single-ply design helps reduce waste
- Built-in Absorbency Pockets mean that the commercial towels soak up lots of water, fast, so they get the drying job done right
- The C-Fold (sometimes called a trifold) facilitates stacking and unfolding and the 10.125” x 13.125” size is compatible with many universal and C-fold dispensers
- The convenience case is sized for easy storage at your business

Scott Towels Scott Essential C-Fold Towels, SCO 03623

- Each white multifold paper towel is 9.2” x 9.4”
 23.4cm x 23.9cm (substitute for C fold paper towels)
- Exclusive Absorbency Pockets soak up water fast, so these trifold paper towels are designed to reduce waste
- Fits into most multifold paper towel dispensers (great replacement for C fold paper towels, which can over-dispense)
- Meets EPA standards and are FSC and Eco Logo certified

Scott Towels Scott Essential Multi-Fold Towels, SCO 03650

- This wiping towel has a towel-like feel at a value price and the roll is perforated for one-at-a-time dispensing
- Ideal for a wide range of light-duty healthcare/patient wiping, maintenance, processing and janitorial wiping tasks (could be an alternative to towel rags in a box)
- WypAll Towels L30 features the double re-creping (DRC) technology, which gives them high surface softness and reinforced grid for strength
- Soft enough for personal use on hands and skin (natural rubber latex free), strong enough for wet surface wiping and cleaning

Scott Towels WypAll L30 Towels SCO 05820

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose towels
- Absorbent and tough wiping towels feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each Wypall L40 measures 12.5” x 12”
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

Scott Towels WypAll L40 Towels SCO 05701

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose towels
- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each Wypall L40 measures 16.4” x 9.8”
- Pop-Up Box is designed for easy, one-at-a-time dispensing
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

WypAll L40 Wipers SCO 05790

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose towels
- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each Wypall L40 measures 16.4” x 9.8”
- Pop-Up Box is designed for easy, one-at-a-time dispensing
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

WypAll L40 Wipers SCO 5790

- Scott Scottfold paper towels feature a patented fold that eliminates tearing and tabbing, so your guests and employees will waste less; They unfold to a generous 9.2” x 9.4”
- The white paper disposable hand towels feature exclusive Absorbency Pockets for better absorbency
- Hygienic, touchless dispensing with most universal folded towel dispensers; only touch the drying towel you use
- The Scott Brand guarantees these multifold paper towels will be cost-neutral (vs. C-fold towels)

Scott Towels Scott Scottfold M Towels SCO 2021

- Scott Essential C-Fold Paper Towels are designed for single-use general-purpose cleaning and drying; the single-ply design helps reduce waste
- Built-in Absorbency Pockets mean that the commercial towels soak up lots of water, fast, so they get the drying job done right
- The C-Fold (sometimes called a trifold) facilitates stacking and unfolding and the 10.125” x 13.125” size is compatible with many universal and C-fold dispensers
- The convenience case is sized for easy storage at your business

Scott Towels Scott Essential C-Fold Towels, SCO 03623

- Each white multifold paper towel is 9.2” x 9.4”
 23.4cm x 23.9cm (substitute for C fold paper towels)
- Exclusive Absorbency Pockets soak up water fast, so these trifold paper towels are designed to reduce waste
- Fits into most multifold paper towel dispensers (great replacement for C fold paper towels, which can over-dispense)
- Meets EPA standards and are FSC and Eco Logo certified

Scott Towels Scott Essential Multi-Fold Towels, SCO 03650

- This wiping towel has a towel-like feel at a value price and the roll is perforated for one-at-a-time dispensing
- Ideal for a wide range of light-duty healthcare/patient wiping, maintenance, processing and janitorial wiping tasks (could be an alternative to towel rags in a box)
- WypAll Towels L30 features the double re-creping (DRC) technology, which gives them high surface softness and reinforced grid for strength
- Soft enough for personal use on hands and skin (natural rubber latex free), strong enough for wet surface wiping and cleaning

Scott Towels WypAll L30 Towels SCO 05820

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose towels
- Absorbent and tough wiping towels feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each Wypall L40 measures 12.5” x 12”
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

Scott Towels WypAll L40 Towels SCO 05701

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose towels
- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each Wypall L40 measures 16.4” x 9.8”
- Pop-Up Box is designed for easy, one-at-a-time dispensing
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

WypAll L40 Wipers SCO 05790

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose towels
- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each Wypall L40 measures 16.4” x 9.8”
- Pop-Up Box is designed for easy, one-at-a-time dispensing
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

WypAll L40 Wipers SCO 5790

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose wipers
- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that's touchable and soft
- Each WypAll L40 measures 10" x 9.8": Pop-Up Box is designed for easy, one-at-a-time dispensing
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

**Scott Towels WypAll L40 Wipers** SCO 03046

- Scott Bulk Toilet Paper, in the Standard Rolls, gives you the reliability of the Scott Brand clean. The 2-ply bathroom tissue is strong and absorbent enough to get the job done and satisfy your employees and guests
- Individually wrapped Scott bath tissue rolls (550 sheets per roll) are protected until you're ready to use them
- These toilet paper rolls are designed to fit into universal, cored roll dispensers
- Meets EPA minimum standards (including 100% recycled fiber content) and is FSC and EcoLogo certified

**Scott Towels Bathroom Tissue (sold by each)** SCO 13607

- Scott Glass Shop Towels, Roll of 90 Perforated Sheets
- UCTAD technology base sheet doesn't contain binders or glues, so the disposable towels are low lint and low streaking
- Designed for polishing and wiping glass, chrome, windows and mirrors
- The roll is portable and fits on standard roll holders
- The blue sheet color is designed especially for automotive projects - and will not streak

**Scott Towels Scott Glass Towels, 1 Roll** SCO 32896

- WypAll L40 disposable cleaning and drying towels: outstanding general-purpose wipers
- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that’s touchable and soft
- Each WypAll L40 measures 10" x 9.8": Pop-Up Box is designed for easy, one-at-a-time dispensing
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil (industrial/commercial uses), yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face (patient care/healthcare)

**Scott Towels Krew 200 Windshield Towels (sold by each)** SCO 33006

- These disposable, lightweight wipers are 2-ply for strength and absorbency, so you can clean larger spills
- Wipes feature a textured surface for extra cleaning power
- Economical general-purpose wiping cloths by Krew are a must-have for your auto garage or paint body shop
- Krew 300 single-use wiping cloths are strong and absorbent

**Scott Towels Krew 300 General Purpose Towels, 176 Count** SCO 33920

- Great for shop spills, machine cleaning and light under hood applications

**Scott Towels KREW 400 Grab-A-Rag Shop Towels, 85 Count** SCO 33020

- WypAll X60 Wipers are absorbent and reinforced to stay strong for cleaning performance in light duty tasks; they absorb water faster than rags
- Each white commercial paper towel measures 9.1" x 16.8" and dispenses one at a time from the box
- These lightweight wipers contain no adhesives or binders, yet they hold together and don’t leave residues behind
- To create an effective general purpose industrial wiper, WypAll combined proprietary HydroKnit fast absorbing technology with reinforced structure, so you get durability at a great value

**Scott Towels WypAll X60 Cloths** SCO 34790

- WypAll X60 Wipers are absorbent and reinforced to stay strong for cleaning performance in light duty tasks; they absorb water faster than rags
- Each white commercial paper towel measures 12.5" x 13.4" and comes perforated for easy tearing
- These lightweight wipers contain no adhesives or binders, yet they hold together and don’t leave residues behind
- To create an effective general purpose industrial wiper, WypAll combined proprietary HydroKnit fast absorbing technology with reinforced structure, so you get durability at a great value

**WypAll X60 Wipers** SCO 34955

- Absorbent and tough wiping cloths feature a plush outer layer that’s touchable and soft
- Each Krew 400 Shop Towel measures 12.5" x 12"; packaged in a quarterfold format (1/4 fold)
- Use utility wipes for tough tasks like cleaning grease or oil, yet they're gentle enough to dry your hand or face

**Krew 400 Oil and Grease Shop Towels** SCO 33036

- Krew 500 Shop Towels are durable, absorbent wipers that stay strong for cleaning performance around the garage or workshop
- Each industrial-strength wiper measures 9.8" x 13.4" and cleans oil, dirt, grime and solvents
- The wicking power of HydroKnit picks up water almost instantly, and hangs on for fewer drips
- Engineered to replace and outperform laundered rags and shop towels

**Scott Towels Krew 500 Heavy Duty Shop Towels** SCO 33878

- These auto wipers are low lint and made of durable, textured polypropylene
- Ideal for cleaning grease and oil off of tools and surfaces; very absorbent, which makes cleaning and prepping easy
- Acid-, base- and solvent-resistant, for critical tasks like engine assembly/repair, assembly and paint prep
- The box is portable for wherever the job takes you

**Scott Towels Krew 600 Low Lint Shop Towels, 180 Count** SCO 33944

- Scott Towels KREW 550 Heavy Duty Shop Towels, 80 Count** SCO 33171

- Scott Towels Krew 500 Heavy Duty Shop Towels are absorbent, tough wiping cloths for strength and absorbency, so you can clean larger spills
- Wipes feature a textured surface for extra cleaning power
- Economical general-purpose wiping cloths by Krew are a must-have for your auto garage or paint body shop
- Krew 300 single-use wiping cloths are strong and absorbent

**Scott Towels Scott Glass Towels, 1 Roll** SCO 33944

- Scott Towels Krew 300 General Purpose Towels

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• WypAll X60 Wipers are absorbent and reinforced to stay strong for cleaning performance in light duty tasks; they absorb water faster than rags.
  • Each blue commercial paper towel measures 12.5” x 13.4” and comes perforated for easy tearing.
  • These lightweight wipers contain no adhesives or binders, yet they hold together and don’t leave residues behind.
  • To create an effective general purpose industrial wipe, WypAll combined proprietary HydroKnit fast absorbing technology with reinforced structure, so you get durability at a great value.

Scott Towels WypAll X60 Wipers SCO 34965

• Durable HydroKnit construction - these shop towels are 3x as strong as Original Scott Shop Towels when wet.
  • Use while performing heavy duty tasks such as cleaning greasy tools and parts, absorbing oil and grease spills and applying solvents and fluids.
  • Solvent-resistant, so you can use them on your most challenging tasks.
  • Absorbs oil and grease for heavy duty cleaning and scrubbing.

Scott Towels Heavy Duty Shop Towels, Brag Box SCO 39360

• This red jumbo roll contains 475 WypAll X80 Extended Use Wipers sheets (each is 12.5” x 13.4”).
  • Proprietary HydroKnit technology is fast absorbing to wick away moisture.
  • Durable wipers absorb more water and oil than textile shop rags and stay strong for superior performance.
  • Disposable wipers clean oil, dirt, grime and solvents, while remaining resistant to harsh cleaning agents.
  • These wipes are fresh and clean every time and are a safer alternative to laundered rental shop towels or cloth rags (which can harbor dangerous chemicals like lead, even after washing, according to a 2013 Gradient study).

WypAll X80 Wipers SCO 41055

• WypAll X70 are durable, absorbent wipers that stay strong for cleaning performance.
  • Each industrial wiper measures 9.1” x 16.8” and cleans oil, dirt, grime and solvents; the Pop-Up Box is designed for easy one-at-a-time dispensing.
  • The wicking power of HydroKnit picks up water almost instantly, and hangs on for fewer drips; Laundered shop rags can’t match that kind of performance.
  • Pound for pound, WypAll X70 Manufactured Rags hold more oil than rental shop towels and shop rags; One pop-up box replaces 10 lbs. of rags.

WypAll X70 Wipers SCO 41412

• Durable, absorbent wipers that stay strong for better cleaning performance.
  • Reusable, long lasting performance. Cleans oil, grime, and solvents. Made with our high-tech HYDROKNIT Fast Absorbing Material.
  • Ideal for all manufacturing and maintenance & repair. Now featuring a new embossing pattern - improving the look & feel of the product New Global Brand Packaging.

Scott Towels WypAll X70 Wipers in a POP-UP Box SCO 41455

• Each single-ply kitchen paper towel features fast-drying Absorbency Pockets, designed to soak up water fast.
  • These paper towel rolls fit into standard counterop or under cabinet mounted kitchen roll dispensers (4.9” roll diameter).
  • Scott kitchen paper towels come in small case sizes for easy handling and storage.
  • Meets EPA minimum guidelines for paper towel rolls, and is ECO Logo and FSC certified.

Scott Towels Kitchen Paper Towels with Absorbency Pockets, Perforated (sold by each) SCO 50606

• Kleenex paper towel rolls give soft feel with the premium performance of commercial paper towels.
  • Absorbency Pockets absorb lots of water fast for superior hand drying performance, so guests use fewer paper towels.
  • Paper towel rolls: 1.75” core size and 7.9” roll diameter.
  • Compatible with a variety of Kimberly Clark paper towel dispensers.

Scott Towels Hard Roll Paper Towels with Premium Absorbency Pockets, White (sold by each) SCO 44180

• Kimtech Wettask Wipers for Bleach, Disinfectants and Sanitizers feature durable meltblown construction, for saturated wiping with sanitizers, bleach and disinfectants; just pour in the cleaner you choose.
  • Cuts solvent usage by 20% using the Wettask closed bucket; significantly reduces solvent waste and VOC emissions.
  • Enclosed system also helps eliminate exposure to chemical vapors and splashes.
  • The enclosed bucket system (with disposable wipers) is an ideal alternative to an open bucket and eliminates the need for laundering contaminated cloth rags.

Scott Towels Kimtech Prep Wipers For Bleach, Disinfectants, and Sanitizers SCO 44180

• Box of rags contains absorbent towels that feel and perform like a cloth; each one is 10” x 12”.
  • Strong, durable, and multi-purpose for thousands of projects like painting, polishing, detailing, spill clean up, staining, polishing and refinishing furniture.
  • Designed for wet or dry cleaning applications.
  • POP-Up Box (box of rags) with built-in handle allows you to take the product to the job while keeping rags clean.

Scott Towels L30 Wipers, 100 Wipers per Carton, Blue (sold by each) SCO 05810

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
These bulk shop towels are designed for cleaning up grease, liquids, oils and spills in automotive repairs and garages.

- Each shop paper towel is ultra-strong, durable and works well even when wet.
- Using paper shop towels (as an alternative to reusable, washable towels) better protects you and your employees from lead exposure.
- Use them for changing oil, refilling fluids and general automotive maintenance.

**Scott Towels Scott Shop Towels** SCO 75130

These multi-purpose shop towels are designed for cleaning up grease, liquids, oils and spills in automotive repair shops and garages.

- These shop towels are ultra-strong, durable and work well even when they’re wet.
- Using disposable shop towels (as an alternative to laundered cloth towels) better protects you from lead exposure; Use them for changing oil, refilling fluids and general automotive maintenance.
- The portable standard roll format fits on standard paper towel dispensers and comes perforated, so you can always get what you need.

**Scott Towels Scott Shop Towels** SCO 75040

These multi-purpose shop towels are designed for cleaning up grease, liquids, oils and spills in automotive repair shops and garages.

- The shop towels are ultra-strong, durable and work well even when they’re wet.
- Using disposable shop towels (as an alternative to laundered cloth towels) better protects you from lead exposure; Use them for changing oil, refilling fluids and general automotive maintenance.
- The portable standard roll format fits on standard paper towel dispensers and comes perforated, so you can always get what you need.

**Scott Towels Shop Towels Original** SCO 75143

These multi-purpose shop towels are designed for cleaning up grease, liquids, oils and spills in automotive repair shops and garages.

- These shop towels are ultra-strong, durable and work well even when they’re wet.
- Using disposable shop towels (as an alternative to laundered cloth towels) better protects you from lead exposure; Use them for changing oil, refilling fluids and general automotive maintenance.
- The portable Pop-Up box keeps towels clean and dispenses one at a time with a center-pull, so you can always get what you need; You only need to touch the towel you’ll use, minimizing mess.

**Scott Towels Scott Shop Towels Pop-Up Box** SCO 75190

- Replaces cloth towels.
- Strong for tough jobs.
- Absorbent.
- Reusable.

**Scott Towels Wypall Red Shop Towel (sold by each)** SCO 75110

- Extreme Strength.
- Extreme Oil & Grease Absorbency.

**WypAll Red Shop Towels, 80 Count** SCO 75127

- Box of rags contains absorbent towels that feel and perform like a cloth; each one is 10” x 12”.
- Strong, durable, and multi-purpose for thousands of projects like painting, polishing, detailing, spill clean up, staining, polishing and refinishing furniture.
- Designed for wet or dry cleaning applications.
- POP-UP Box (box of rags) with built-in handle allows you to take the product to the job while keeping rags clean.

**Scott Towels Rags In A Box, 85 Count** SCO 75240

- Works like cloth at home or at work.
- Strong for tough jobs.
- Absorbs like a sponge.
- Multi-Purpose for 1,000 projects.

**Scott Towels Rags In A Box, 10” x 12”, 200 Count** SCO 75260

**FLUID MANAGEMENT**

**TOWEL DISPENSERS**

- Meets EPA standards with a minimum 40% post consumer waste. 7.8” roll diameter.

**Scott Towels PROFESSIONAL IN-SIGHT Sr. Center-Pull Towel Dispenser** SCO 09335

- 1 Dispenser for Kimtech and Wypall Wipes; Jumbo Roll Compatible (for Wypall Towels and Kimtech Wipes), Black, Measures 16.8” x 18.5” x 33”
- Designed to save space, this portable floor dispenser lets you keep your valuable countertop space clear for other things.
- Your wipers are always close to your work being done, keeping them conveniently at your workers’ fingertips.
- Designed to reduce waste, this wiper dispenser allows you to tear off just what you need, thanks to a built-in perforator.
- It’s designed to be simple to refill and change, so you can quickly get back to your work.

**Scott Towels WypAll Jumbo Roll Dispenser** SCO 80596